
 

OUTWARD/OUTWARDS/OUTWARDLY 

 

Outward used consistently as an adjective in 61 (out of 93) examples; occasionally as variants of the phrase 

"outward bound" (See: PR4TSR-1, PR4-MS-1, LJ-MS-06, MEMTSR-1).  INCONSISTENT application as an 

adverb:  24 instances of outwardly versus 8 instances of outwards (For outwards, see: RESTR21, SA-MSK12, 

INF-MS-1, SUSTYR33, EOT-MS-3, HD-TSR-1 .p2 and .p8, MEMTSR-1). 

 

 

AF-MS-02, .p7  

Outwardly friendly, his portly 

form often was to be seen on Almayer's 

verandah; his green turban and gold em-broidered 

jacket shone in the front rank 

of the decorous throng of Malays coming 

to greet Lingard on his returns from the 

interior; his salaams were of the lowest 

and his handshakings of the heartiest when 

welcoming the old trader.  

 

AF-MS-03, .p7 

Yet Nina's life for all her outward composure 

-- for all the seeming detachement 

from the things and people surrounding 

her, was far from quiet in consequence 

of Mrs Almayer being much too active for 

the happiness and even safety of the household.  

 

AF-MS-05, .p23 

-- How could she make 

an outward and visible sign of all she felt 

for the man who had filled her heart 

with so much joy and so much pride? And 

in the great tumult of passion, like a flash 

of lightning came to her the reminiscence of 

that despised and almost forgotten civilization 

she had only glanced at in her days of restraint, 

of sorrow and of anger.  

 

AF-TSR03, .p46 

Yet Nina's life for all her outward composure -- for all the seeming 

detachment from the things and people surrounding her, was 

far from quiet, in consequence of Mrs.  

 

AF-TSR05, .p91 

How 

could she make an outward and visible sign of all she felt for 

the man who had filled her heart with so much joy and so much 

pride? 

 

CHNTRY11, .p6  

   He craved for sympathy but his friend had just {op"}got a 

ship" that very morning and as hurrying home in a state of 

outward joy and inward uneasiness usual to a sailor who after 

many days of waiting suddenly gets a berth.  

 

CHNTRY12, .p64 

Believing 



in heredity in moderation I knew well how the sea-life 

fashions a man outwardly and stamps his soul with the mark 

of a certain prosaic fitness -- because a sailor is not an 

adventurer.  

 

CHNTRY13, .p128 

To all outward appearance everything 

was going on normally; 

 

CHNTRY14, .p174 

Fyne on her side was simply appalled by the personage, but 

did not show it outwardly.  

 

UWE-MS10, .p15 

But his 

outward appearance 

accorded badly 

with such humble origin 

in a class 

refuted as singularly 

destitute of all graces 

of mind and body.  

 

UWE-MS12, .p95 

His mental agitation too 

was clarified as if all the feverishness 

had gone out of him 

in a fit of outward violence. 

 

UWE-MS12, .p120 

An act of conscience must be 

done with outward dignity.  

 

UWE-MS12, .p175  

   It was only on the stage that 

the unusual was outwardly acknowledged. 

 

UWE-MS21, .p390  

I was grateful to Miss Haldin  

for not embarrassing me by an  

outward display of deep feeling.  

 

UWE-MS25, .p788  

I kept outwardly calm.  

 

UWE-MS32, invalid format 

 

UWETSR12, .p46 

His mental 

agitation too was clarified as if all the feverishness had gone 

out of him in a fit of outward violence.  

 

UWETSR12, .p59 

An act of conscience must be done with outward dignity. 

 

UWETSR12, .p83 

It was only on the stage that the unusual was outwardly 

acknowledged.  



 

UWETSR21, .p191  

I was grateful to Miss Haldin for not embarrassing me by  

an outward display of deep feeling.  

 

UWETSR25, .p378  

I kept outwardly calm.  

 

UWETSR32, .p437 

Razumov remained outwardly impassive.  

 

VICTPR12, .p22 

But if Berg was an Angel from 

on high sent in answer to his prayer he did not betray his heavenly origin 

by these outward signs.  

 

VICTPR12, .p25  

but he was incapable of outward cordiality of manner, and he felt acutely 

his defect.  

 

VICTPR23, .p142 

So after a few weeks Schomberg regained  his outward calm, as if his 

indignation had dried up within him.  

 

VICTPR27, .p227 

Outwardly however having picked up the cigar, which he had laid aside to get 

the drink, with his thick fingers, one of them ornamented by a gold ring, 

.p228 

Schomberg smoked with moody composure. 

 

VICTPR34, .p341 

She mattered altogether from head 

.p341 

to foot, her outward and her inner personality, her complexion (how white 

she was) her lips, all her body and her shy soul so shrinking before wicked- 

ness and so unresisting and so well protected by the candid unreadable eyes 

-- {op"}I don't do you the injury to ask you whether you believe the hotel 

keeper's version" Berg said.  

 

CHNTYR17, .p295  

But I imagine that Flora de Barral's religion under the care of 

the distinguished governess could have been nothing but outward 

formality.  

 

CHNTYR24, .p104  

Woman's self- 

possession is an outward thing; inwardly they flutter; perhaps 

because they are, or they feel themselves to be, encaged.  

 

CHNTYR24, .p118 

He stood before her on the appointed day outwardly 

calmer than she had ever seen him before.  

 

CHNTYR25, .p130 

Perhaps when he came on the poop 

for a glance he found that man so different outwardly form 

what he expected that he decided to meet him for the first 

time out of everybody's sight.  



 

GEO-MS-1, .p2 

The earth is 

a stage and though it may 

be an advantage, even to 

right comprehension of the play 

to know its exact dimension 

it is always the drama that 

will the thing with its inner 

passions expressed by its outward 

action marching so 

.p3 

often blindly to success or failure 

which themselves are often 

undistinguishable 

from each other at first.  

 

GEOTNR-1, .p01 

The earth is a stage and 

though it may be an advantage, even to the right comprehension of 

the play, to know its exact configuration, it is always the drama 

of human endeavour that will be the thing, with a ruling passion 

expressed by outward action marching so perhaps blindly to success 

.p02 

or failure, which themselves are often undistinguishable from each 

other at first.  

 

GEOTYR-1, .p1 

The earth is a stage and though it may 

be an advantage even to the right comprehension of the play to know 

its exact configuration, it is always the drama of human endeavour that will be the thing, 

with a ruling passion expressed by the outward action marching so 

.p2 

often blindly to success or failure, which themselves are often undistinguishable 

from each other at first.  

 

SCP-MS-4, .p59 

So here it is without 

the charm 

which it had for me but which cannot 

be reproduced in mere relation of its 

.p59 

outward characteristics. 

A clear gleam on us two 

succeed by the spanish-American 

war into which Crane disappeared 

like a wilful man.  

 

SCPTSR-1, .p22 

So here 

it is without the charm which it had for me but which can not be reproduced 

in the mere relation of its outward characteristics: a clear gleam on us 

two, succeeded by the Spanish-American war into which Crane disappeared 

like a wilful man walking away from one into the depths of an ominous 

twilight. 

 

AF1TSR-1, .p07 

We see, realised for us in his outward form and innermost perplexity, the old man degraded from his high 



estate of a law-abiding street hawker and driven to insult, really this time, the 

majesty of the social order in the person of another police constable. 

 

PR4TSR-1, .p25 

FALSE GRAPH: DELETE] 

We saw the 

signs of it in the emptiness of the Meditarranean, the aspect of Gibraltar, the misty glimpse 

in the Bay of Biscay of an outward-bound convoy of transports; in the 

presence of British submarines in the Channel.  

 

PR4-MS-1, .p34 

We saw the 

signs of it in the emptiness of the 

Mediterranean, the aspect of Gibraltar 

the glimpse in a mist in the Bay of 

Biscay of a convoy of transports outward 

bound, the British submarines in the 

Channel and two naval officers 

coming on board off the South Foreland to 

.p35 

pilot the ship through the Downs.  

 

NOS-MS18, .p337 

The outward 

appearances had not changed 

then as they had changed 

since as I am told, with 

cable cars running along 

the street of the Constitution, 

and carriage roads far into the country, to 

Rincon and other villages,where the merchants 

and the Ricos generally have their modern villas an  

es 

vast railway good's yard by the harbour which 

has a quay-side, a long range of 

warehouses and quite serious organised labour troubles 

of its own. 

 

NOSTHR31, .p8 

Through his intercourse with all those enterprising men 

there ran an undertone of disparagement; and with 

his outward aspect of an 

outcast which he preserved even in Mrs Gould's drawing-room seemed he 

provoked unfavourable criticism.  

 

NOSTHR34, .p104 

Don Juste astonishingly changed by having shaved off altogether his damaged 

beard had lost with it nine-tenths of his outward dignity.  

 

NOSTHR35, .p139 

Only Pedro was smaller 

than the General more delicate altogether with an ape-like faculty for 

imitating all the outward signs of refinement and distinction and with a 

parrot-like talent for languages.  

 

NSMS106G, .p255 

He had done with 

the spurs and twisting his moustache 



with both hands, horizon- 

tally, he contemplated her from the 

the height of his long legs with 

a visible appreciation of her outward 

appearance.  

 

NSTSHR31, .p(8) 

In his intercourse with all those young and 

enterprising 

there was a sort of misanthropic moroseness which in an 

individual 

of greater social weight would have been like a blight on that 

hopeful- 

ness which is the soul of action To the majority of the young 

failure is repulsive and the Doctor with his outward aspect of an 

outcast which he preserved even in Mrs Gould's drawing-room 

seemed to 

provoke unfavourable criticism.  

 

NSTSHR31, .p113(139) 

They were very 

much 

alike in appearance both bald with bunches of curly hair above 

their 

ears arguing the presence of some negro blood only Pedro was 

smaller 

than the General more delicate altogether with an ape-like power 

of 

imitating all the outward signs of refinement and distinction and 

a 

parrot-like talent for languages.  

 

NSTYR1-C, .p84 

Don Juste astonishingly changed by having shaved off altogether 

his damaged beard had lost with it nine-tenths of his outward dignity. 

 

NSTYR8-0, .p205  

Through his intercourse with all those enterprising men there 

ran an undertone of disparagement; and with his outward aspect of an 

outcast which preserved even in Mrs Gould's drawing-room he 

provoked unfavourable criticism.  

 

OIMSPR20, .p349 

Lingard 

standing outwardly impassible with his eyes fixed 

on the house felt the recoil of all the fibres of his 

being before the prayer -- that feeling of 

condemnation deep seated persuasive and masterful, that 

illogical impulse of disapproval which is half disgust, half vague 

fear, that wakes up in our hearts in the presence of 

anything new or unusual, of anything that is not 

run into the mould of our own conscience 

that accursed feeling made up of disdain of 

anger and of the sense of superior virtue 

that leaves us deaf, blind contemptuous and stupid before anything 

which is not like ourselves. 

 

OIMSPR-7, .p94 page of type 72. 



There is no remembrance of gesture, of action, of any 

outward manifestation of life; those are lost in the 

un**shly brilliance or in the remarkably gloom of such moments 

We are absorbed in the contemplation of that 

something, within our bodies, which rejoices or suffers 

while the body goes on breathing, instinctively runs 

away or, not less instinctively, fights -- perhaps dies. 

But death in such a moment is the privilege of the 

fortunate it is a high and rare favour; a supreme grace.  

 

RESTR21, .p4 

From the twist of his threadbare sarong 

wound tightly on the hips, protruded outwards to the left, 

the ivory hilt, ringed with six bands of gold, of a weapon that 

would not have disgraced a ruler.  

 

ROVTSR14, .p271  

He went through his routine tasks with outward composure but all 

the time he was arguing with himself.  

 

ROVTSR15, .p304 

The consciousness of that fact accounted 

perhaps for his sardonic attitude towards himself and outwardly 

towards those whom he perceived on board the tartane; and 

.p305 

especially towards the lieutenant whom he saw sitting on the 

deck leaning against the head of the rudder, characteristically 

aloof from the two other persons on board.  

 

ROVTSR15, .p306  

Lieutenant Real 

was insensible to outward impressions and his absent 

gaze made nothing of Peyrol.  

 

LJ-MS-05, .p59 

I don't mean especially military courage, or 

civil courage, or any special kind 

of courage I mean just that general 

ability to look events men 

and temptations straight in the face, a readiness 

unintellectual enough -- goodness knows -- but without a pose, a 

stiffness, don't you see, ungracious if 

you like but priceless, an unthinking 

and blessed stiffness before the outward 

and inward terrors, before the 

.p60 

might of nature and the seductive 

corruption of men, invulnerable to the 

strenght of facts, to the contagion of 

example, to the 

pin pricks of ideas.  

 

LJ-MS-05, .p60 

This has nothing to 

do with Jim, directly; only he was 

outwardly so typical of that good 

stupid kind we like to feel right 

and left us in life, of the kind that 



is not disturbed by the vagaries of intelligence 

.p61 

and the perversion of -- of, nerves, let us 

say.  

 

LJ-MS-06, .p129 

An outward bound mail boat had come in, that day, and 

the big dining room was more than half- 

full of parties of people each with a 

ninety or a hundred pounds round- 

the-world ticket.  

 

LJ-MS-06, .p131 

And then I had to think of 

what that envelope contained, 

a germ of all the abasements 

and disasters, the more complete 

because of the fairness of his outward 

.p132 

promise.  

 

LJ-MS-06, .p147 

He gave 

a little, a shiver outwardly almost 

imperceptible but infinitely profound as 

.p148 

if a cold finger had touched his 

heart; and last of all, he sighed. 

 

LJ-MS-26, .p574 

That was his characteristic; he was 

fundamentally and outwardly 

abject as other men are markedly 

of a generous, distinguished, or 

venerable appearance.  

 

SA-MSK06, .p323 

He was speaking 

now and the Chief Inspector 

listened to him with outward deference 

(which means nothing 

being a matter of duty) and inwardly 

with benevolent 

toleration.  

 

SA-MSK06, .p326 

A slight knitting of the brow 

was the outward sign of this. 

But he was interrupted 

by a question.  

 

SA-MSK08, .p431 

But she 

did not allow her inward apprehensions 

to rob her of the advantage of 

venerable placidity conferred upon her 

outward person by her 

triple chin, the floating ampleness 



of her ancient form and the impotent 

condition of her legs.  

 

SA-MSK08, .p489 

Those two states 

expressing themselves 

outwardly 

by the same signs of futile agitation 

his sister Minnie 

soothed his excitement without 

ever fathoming its twofold 

character.  

 

SA-MSK11, .p603 

He would not know how to tell her with his slow 

moving thoughts and his want of 

skill in the analysis of motives 

what he himself felt but vaguely 

.p603 

that there are conspiracies of a fatal 

destiny, that a notion grows in a 

mind sometimes till 

it acquires something like an 

outward existence, an independent power of its 

own -- and even a voice.  

 

SA-MSK12, .p630 

And when he saw distincly 

the handle of the carving 

knife still and inclined a little outwards 

from Mr Verloc's side he turned very sick 

and leaning over the counter he 

retched violently.  

 

INF-MS-1, .p63 

And in 

a moment he became outwards as 

steady as a rock under the others livid stare.  

 

SUSTYR33, .p360 

He  

raised his open hand, palm outwards 

warningly and applied with conscientious gravity he 

ear to the door.  

 

WS-TYR01, .p13 

But those men of the 

world are impenetrable; and outwardly he condscended to rexognise Tomassow's existence 

even more distinctly than was strictly necessary.  

 

WSMSYU-1, .p26 

I don't know whether he was 

jealous of Tomassov, but I may 

suspect that he was perhaps a 

little annoyed at him as at a 

************ sort of sentimental 

***** of the sentimental order 

But those men of the world are 



.p26 

impenetrable and outwardly 

***** Tomassov's more attention 

** polite attention even more distinc- 

ly that was stricly necessary.  

 

TOMHMSYU, .p26 

I don't know whether he was 

jealous of Tomassov, but I may 

suspect that he was perhaps a 

little annoyed at him as at a 

************ sort of sentimental 

***** of the sentimental order 

But those men of the world are 

.p26 

impenetrable and outwardly 

***** Tomassov's more attention 

** polite attention even more distinc- 

ly that was stricly necessary.  

 

TH-MSYU1, .p26 

I don't know whether he was 

jealous of Topmassov, but I may 

suspect that he was perhaps a 

little annoyed at him as at a 

************sor tof sentimental 

***** of the sentimental order 

But those men of the world are 

.p26 

impenetrable and outwardly 

***** Tomssov's more attention 

** polite attention even more instinc- 

ly that was stricly necessary.  

 

SMFTSR-6, .p111 

I did not want an open scandal but I thought that outward decency 

may be bought too dearly at times.  

 

FRS-MS-2, .p34 

I went 

on staring at him pretty hard so that 

at last he faltered and 

.p34 

added muttering that of course he 

was not a very genial person outwardly but 

all the same at bottom . . .  

 

FRS-MS-4, .p106 

It never entered his head that his 

outward appearance, a naval officer, in uniform, could 

appear ridiculous to that girl of no position -- the 

daughter of old Nielsen.  

 

FRS-MS-4, .p107 

Freya 

like all women had a keen 

sense of the ridiculous in outward 

appearance  



.p108 

    -- {op"}Well no! I don't think I do" 

She could not help herself.  

 

FRSTSR-2, .p20 

I went on staring at him pretty hard so that at last he 

faltered and had to own that of course Heemskirk was not a very genial person 

outwardly, but all the same at bottom. . . . .  

 

FRSTSR-4, .p60 

It never entered 

his head that his outward appearance,a naval officer,in uniform,could appear 

ridiculous to that girl of no position -- the daughter of old 

.p61 

Nielsen.  

 

FRSTSR-4, .p61 

Freya like all women had a keen 

sense of the ridiculous in outward appearance. 

 

VICTPR44, .p553 

-- Her mind quieted down somewhat by the very effort to preserve outward 

composure for his sake, perceived (though she had no plan) that her behaviour 

had secured at any rate a short period of safety.  

 

VICTPR45, .p554 

op"}I" continued Heyst {op"}I am so rebellious to outward 

impressions that I can't say that much about myself.  

 

VICTPR45, .p572 

I sat down here to consider all these things 

calmly to try to penetrate their inner meaning and see all their 

outward bearing.  

 

VICTYR12, .p18 

But if Heyst was an 

angel from on high, sent in answer to prayer, he did not 

betray his heavenly origin by outward signs.  

 

VICTYR12, .p20  

But he was incapable of outward cordiality 

of manner, and he felt acutely his defect.  

 

BODTSR-1, .p33  

As his 

outward placidity becomes only more pronounced if possible 

the more reason there is for excitement and as Davidson's eyes, when 

his wits are hard at work, get very still and as if sleepy, the 

huge Frenchman might have been justified in concluding that the man 

there was a mere sheep -- a sheep ready for slaughter.  

 

POMTSU-1, .p23 

moved by a delicate consideratin of rthat 

splendid girl he tired to thik out for the man a character 

of inward excellence and outward gits -- some extraordinary 

seduction.  

 

POMTSU-2, .p65 



His inter- 

.p65 

course with the meddlesome journalist was that merely 

outward intimacy without sympathy some young men get drawn 

into easily.  

 

EOT-MS-3, .p74 

Open carriages and pairs bowled 

along the new sea-road; the 

.p74 

bright domes of the parasols swayed lightly outwards like 

full blown blossoms on the rim of a vase; and the dark 

sheet of blue crossed by a 

bar of purple made a background 

for the spinning wheels and the high 

action of the horses -- with the ***turbaned 

heads of the Sudan servants perched 

on high bases above the line of the 

sea horizon gliding rapidly on the 

paler blue of the sky.  

 

HD-TSR-1, .p2 

He had sunken cheeks, a yellow complexion, a straight 

back, an ascetic aspect and with his arms dropped, with the palms 

of hands outwards, resembled an idol.  

 

HD-TSR-1, .p8 

-- {op"}Mind" he began again lifting one arm from the elbow the 

palm of the hand outwards, so that with his legs folded before 

him he had the pose of a Buddha preaching in European clothes 

and without a lotus flower -- {op"}Mind, none of us would feel exactly 

.p9 

like this.  

 

AF-TSR02, .p29 

Outwardly friendly his portly form was often to be seen 

on Almayer's verandah; his green turban and gold embroidered 

jacket shone in the front rank of the decorous throng of Malays 

coming to greet Lingard on his returns from the interior; his 

salaams were of the lowest and his handshakings of the heartiest 

when welcoming the old trader  --  But his small eyes took in the 

signs of the times and he departed from those interviews with a 

satisfied and furtive smile to hold long consultations with his 

friend and ally Syed Abdulla, the chief of the Arab trading 

post, a man of great wealth and of great influence in the islands. 

 

MEMTSR-1, .p09  

She carried outwards 

a general cargo and in Adelaide loaded the usual Australian 

cargo for the most part wool.  

 

MEMTSR-1, .p17 

In the Channel and between the chops of 

the Channel and the Western Islands, (either homeward or outward 

bound) on the first appearance of thick weather with a moderate sea it was a 

standing order that the officer of the watch immediately after 

calling the captain was to swing these boats outboard ready for lowering.  

 



UNCTSR-1, .p8 

And in that outward aspect there is a 

proportion of truth.  

 

 


